Adam and Eve as Historical People, and Why It Matters*

C. John Collins

The best way to account for both the biblical presentation of human life and our own experience in the world is to suppose that Adam and Eve were real persons, and the forebears of all other human beings. The biblical presentation concerns not simply the story in Genesis and the biblical passages that refer to it, but also the larger biblical storyline, which deals with God’s good creation invaded by sin, for which God has a redemptive plan; Israel’s calling to be a light to the nations; and the church’s prospect of successfully bringing God’s light to the whole world. The biblical presentation further concerns the unique role and dignity of the human race, which is a matter of daily experience for everyone: all people yearn for God and need him, depend on him to deal with their sinfulness, and crave a wholesome community for their lives to flourish.

Throughout most of the church’s history, Christians, like the Jews from whom they sprang, have believed that the biblical Adam and Eve were actual persons, from whom all other human beings are descended, and whose disobedience to God brought sin into human experience. Educated western Christians today probably do not grant much weight to this historical consensus. After all, they reason, for much of the church’s history, most Christians thought that creation took place in the recent past over the course of six calendar days, and even that the earth was the physical center of the universe. We are right to argue that we do not change the basic content of Christianity if we revise these views, even drastically. Effective revisions are the ones that result from a closer reading of the Bible itself—when, after further review, we no longer think that the Bible “teaches” such things. Well, then, may we not study the Bible more closely and revise the traditional understanding of Adam and Eve as well, without a threat to the faith?

Some of the factors that lead to questioning a real Adam and Eve include the perceived impossibility that we could be affected at our deepest level by anything done long ago; the parallels between the themes in Genesis and what we find in stories from other Ancient Near Eastern cultures (which lead some to conclude that Genesis is just as “mythical” as these other stories are); and advances in biology that seem to push us further away from any idea of an original human couple through whom sin and
death came into the world. Evolutionary history shows that death and struggle have been part of existence on Earth from the earliest moments. Most recently, discoveries about the features of human DNA seem to imply that the human population has always had at least as many as a thousand members. Prominent among the Christian biologists is Francis Collins and his “Biologos” perspective, which agrees that traditional beliefs about Adam and Eve are no longer viable.\(^1\)

In this study, I aim to show why we should retain a version of the traditional view, in spite of these pressures. I will argue that the traditional position on Adam and Eve, or some variation of it, does the best job of accounting, not only for the biblical materials, but also for our everyday experience as human beings—an everyday experience that includes sin as something that must be forgiven (by God and by our fellow human beings) and struggled against as defiling and disrupting a good human life.

We look first at the shape of the biblical story—from creation to Fall to redemption and final consummation—and the worldview that rides on that story, and see whether it requires a historical Adam and Eve and a historical Fall. Second, we consider the biblical view of human uniqueness and dignity, and relate these to everyday moral and religious experience, asking whether these, too, favor the traditional position. And finally, we look at some sample scenarios for a scientific understanding of human origins. Due to space, I must save a great deal of detail for another venue—namely, a book-length treatment of these questions.

Admiring the way that C. S. Lewis used “mere Christianity” as his stance, I will christen my position here “mere historical Adam-and-Eve-ism.” I am not entering into distinctions between various Christian positions on such topics as the origin of Adam’s body, or how long ago he lived; the meaning of “the image of God”; how the sin of Adam and Eve comes to affect us; how Genesis 1–2 came to be part of the same book.\(^2\) In fact, even though I will critically examine some of the specific views that Collins presents, I am not here offering a general critique of the Biologos perspective.

I have said “a version of” and “some variation of” the traditional ideas. One of the basic principles of critical thinking is expressed in Latin as *abusus usum non tollit*, “Abuse does not take away proper use.” It is entirely possible that some killjoy has used a traditional view of the first sin of Adam and Eve to quell all delight in pleasure and beauty. But that is a misuse, and the possibility of misuse is not a logically valid argument against the traditional view. Suppose we do find some difficulties. This may mean that we should try to make some adjustments to the traditional view, but it does not, of itself, mean that we ought to discard the traditional view altogether.

Critical thinking also requires us to be careful in how we approach some of the terms traditionally used, such as “the Fall” and “original sin.” When people deny a historical Adam and Eve for theological reasons, they are commonly objecting to these ideas. I cannot always tell whether they object to some version of these ideas, or to every one of them. As I have just observed, though, even if we are right in rejecting one version, that does not mean we are right in rejecting all versions. Further, it simply will not do to argue that since the Bible does not use these terms, therefore they are “unbiblical.” Most people have been well aware of the absence of these terms as a philological fact, and have still used the terms as a theological shorthand. To the extent that I use the terms myself, I employ them as a shorthand as well. I imply, not simply that humans are “sinful” (which is something we all can see), but that sinfulness was not part of our original make-up, and derives from some primal rebellion on the part of our first ancestors. I am not developing a “doctrine” of original sin, since I am not trying to explain how that primal rebellion comes to affect all of us.\(^3\)

This is important to clarify, because some authors suggest that we only hold on to Adam and Eve because of western and “Augustinian” views on “original sin”—views not shared by sectors of the church that do not consider Augustine (AD 354–430) reliable. Now it is true, for example, that the eastern churches do not talk about original sin the way that Augustine did; but it does not follow that they therefore have nothing to say on the subject. As a matter of fact, it is common for eastern writers (speaking Greek and Syriac) and pre-Augustian western writers from the early church to accept Adam and Eve, and their first disobedience, both as historical and as having consequences for us their children. Examples of such writers include the Greek speakers Irenaeus (d. 202), Origen (185–254), Athanasius (293–373), John Chrysostom (c. 344–407), and Theodore of Mopsuestia (350–428); the Syriac speaker...
Whenever we read something, we must pay attention to what kind of literature it is. Certainly, the book of Genesis includes Adam and Eve in its story, using a narrative, which is “history-like” in its form. But just identifying that form does not, of itself, settle anything; there are at least four possible ways of taking the material in Genesis:

1. The author intended to relay “straight” history, with a minimum of figurative language.
2. The author was talking about what he thought were actual events, using rhetorical and literary techniques to shape the readers’ attitudes toward those events.
3. The author intended to recount an imaginary history, using recognizable literary conventions to convey “timeless truths” about God and humans.
4. The author told a story without even caring whether the events were real or imagined; his main goal was to convey various theological and moral truths.

I think option 2 best captures what we find in Genesis, and best explains how the Bible and human experience relate to Adam and Eve. Option 1 is ironic: it is held both by many traditional Christians, especially young-earth creationists, and by many biblical scholars who endorse what is called “historical criticism.” The difference is that the young-earth creationists think that Genesis was telling the truth, and the critical scholars think that Genesis is largely incorrect in its history. Mind you, this does not mean that critical scholars find no value in Genesis; they commonly resort to something like option 4.

Critical biblical scholars often (though not always) deny that Adam and Eve were real people, though they agree that the author of Genesis intended to write of real people. Those who follow option 3 say that the author never intended for us to think of Adam and Eve as real, while those who follow option 4 say that it simply does not matter. When a particular scholar denies that Adam and Eve were historical, I cannot always tell which interpretive option he or she has followed; sometimes I wonder if the scholar knows! Of course, all of us, traditional and otherwise, run the danger of starting with the affirmation or denial of a real Adam and Eve, and then looking for a way of reading our starting point into the Bible.

The Shape of the Biblical Story

Story and Worldview

A number of developments in biblical studies over the last several decades have deeply enriched our ability to read the Bible well. One of these is the way we have come to appreciate the literary qualities of the biblical books, and the rhetorical purposes that may govern the way the authors tell their stories.

Another development is that we pay more attention to how the biblical writings function to shape a worldview in the people of God. I am using the term “worldview” in the way students of ideology use the term, for the basic stance toward God, others, and the world that persons and communities hold. It has further become clear that a worldview is instilled by means of the grand story, which tells a community where it came from, what went wrong, what has been done about it (whether by gods or by humans, or some combination), where it now is in the whole process, and where the whole world is headed. One missiologist suggests that tribal peoples learn their worldviews through the sacred stories their culture tells; but this is true of all peoples, not just of tribal ones.

A number of theologians have argued that the Bible presents us with an overarching worldview-shaping story, and not simply with a bunch of edifying stories. We will take up the specific contours of this story shortly. Albert Wolters and Michael Goheen have shown why this is a crucial insight:

To miss the grand narrative of Scripture is a serious matter; it is not simply a matter of misinterpreting parts of Scripture. It is a matter of being oblivious to which story is shaping our lives. Some story will shape our lives. When the Bible is broken up into little bits and chunks—theological, devotional, spiritual, moral, or worldview bits and chunks—then these bits can be nicely fitted into the reigning story of our own culture with all its idols! One can be theologically orthodox, devotionally pious, morally upright, or maybe even have one’s worldview categories straight, and yet be shaped by the idolatrous Western story. The Bible loses its forceful and formative power by being absorbed into a more encompassing secular story.
People who write about the relationship between worldview and overarching story do not always use the same verbs for the relation between the story and the worldview. Does the story carry the worldview, equate to it, communicate it, or something else? However we articulate this, there is one common affirmation: the worldview is not an abstraction derived from the story; one cannot treat the story simply as the husk, which we then discard once we have discovered the (perhaps timeless) concepts. Of course, there may well be transcendent truths (such as moral norms); but they gain their power from their place in the story—that is, they equip the members of a community to play their parts in the story meaningfully. It is the worldview story that, if well told, captures the imaginations of those who own it, thereby driving them on and holding their loyalty.

History, Myth, and Worldview Story
This notion of a worldview story ties in with the sense of “myth” in C. S. Lewis’ essay, “The Funeral of a Great Myth.” Here Lewis is describing the story of “developmentalism,” a purely naturalistic evolutionary tale of how we got here and where we are going. He distinguishes this story from the theories of the particular sciences: the story uses the theories to the extent these theories support the story. What makes this “myth” attractive is its imaginative appeal; as Lewis said, “I grew up believing in this myth and I still feel—it’s almost perfect grandeur.”

Could it be that “myth” is the right category for the kind of stories we find in the ancient world, whether from the Egyptians, Mesopotamians, or even the Hebrews? The difficulty is that the word “myth” has so many different meanings; in popular usage, the term implies a judgment that the story is not true. Further, consider how the Old Testament scholar Peter Enns defines “myth”:

It is an ancient, premodern, prescientific way of addressing questions of ultimate origins and meaning in the form of stories: Who are we? Where do we come from?

One problem (among several) with Enns’ definition is that telling stories to explain origins and meaning is by no means limited to “ancient, premodern, prescientific” cultures. Modern Western culture does exactly the same. For example, George Gaylord Simpson drew this conclusion from his study of evolution: “Man is the result of a purposeless and natural process that did not have him in mind.” This is, in fact, a story, albeit a bleak one, that puts our lives in perspective. If it is the true story of the world, it is a heightened version of what Macbeth said when he discovered that Lady Macbeth had committed suicide: “Life’s … a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.”

We are comfortable applying the word “myth” to the stories from Ancient Near Eastern or Graeco-Roman peoples other than the Jews and Christians—because we do not accept them as factual. However, the evidence is that, at least in Mesopotamia (whose tales are the closest correlate to Genesis 1-11), the stories were felt to be true: true, that is, in the sense of talking about real events. As Egyptologist Kenneth Kitchen has observed,

The ancient Near East did not historicize myth (i.e., read it as imaginary “history”). In fact, exactly the reverse is true—there was, rather, a trend to “mythologize” history, to celebrate actual historical events and people in mythological terms … The ancients (Near Eastern and Hebrew alike) knew that propaganda based on real events was far more effective than that based on sheer invention.

Kitchen further argues,

As to definition [for the flood story], myth or “protohistory,” it should be noted that the Sumerians and Babylonians had no doubts on that score. They included it squarely in the middle of their earliest historical tradition, with kings before it and kings after it.

Thus, if we try to see those peoples from the inside, we can say that they thought they were telling the truth, of which history is a part. The function of the stories is to present life in terms of a coherent story, that is, the stories serve to convey a worldview and to equip the hearers to live in the world.

Now, Genesis 1–11 has so many points of contact with Mesopotamian stories of origins, ancient kings, the flood, and subsequent kings, that we should find those stories as the proper literary backcloth against which the Genesis stories were written. Genesis 1–11 aims to provide the true pre- and protohistory of the Bible’s alternative worldview story, whose “purpose is to shape Israel’s view of God, the world, and mankind, and their place in it all.”

This leads us to the question of the relationship between “history” and the worldview story; but to
address this question, we must first decide what we mean by the word “history.” The word “history” can be used in a variety of senses, and when writers are not clear on what sense they attach to the word, we can get confusion. A text might be “historical” in one writer’s sense but not “historical” in another’s. For example, some scholars use the word “historical” for an account that is told in proper chronological order, with few imaginative elements. Others restrict the word “history” to the kinds of accounts that trained historians write, or even to accounts that leave out all references to actions of God or the gods—and this could lead to the odd assertion, “This narrative is not historical, but that doesn’t mean it didn’t happen.”

Some connect “historicity” very tightly with “literalism” in interpretation, assuming that if a story is “historical,” it must not make much use of figurai
tive elements. This connection is common ground between the strict young-earth creationist Douglas Kelly and the evolutionary creationist Denis Lamoureux. Kelly apparently reasoned thus: since the creation story of Genesis is “historical,” it therefore must be read in what he calls a “literal” fashion. I think this leads to a poor interpretation of the creation story, but that is not my point here. Lamoureux comes to very different conclusions from the same starting point: since the creation passage is not “true” when read literalistically, therefore it is not “historical.” A proper reply to this assumption would require discussion of what happens when people communicate, drawing on speech act theory and rhetorical criticism. I hope to take that up elsewhere; for now, I simply observe that there is nothing in the meaning of the word “history,” nor in common human behavior, that requires this tight connection.

I use the ordinary language sense of the word “history.” A story is “historical” if the author wanted his audience to believe that the events recorded really happened. This definition does not settle every question of how we should correlate the literary statements with the way we would describe things, since we have to take into account the communicative purpose of the text we are considering. In particular,

1. “historical,” in this sense, is not the same as “prose,” and certainly does not imply that our account has no figurative or imaginative elements;
2. “historical” is not the same as “complete in detail” or “free from ideological bias,” neither of which is possible or desirable anyhow;
3. “historical” is not the same as “told in exact chronological sequence,” unless the text claims that for itself.

This means that we should think of “history” less as a literary genre (another word that has multiple, and unregulated, meanings), and more as a way of referring to events. That is, if we say that something is (or is not) historical, we are describing, not the kind of literature it is, but the way it talks about (or does not talk about) real events. Differing literary genres refer to events in different ways for different purposes—or make up fictitious events.

The conclusion to which this discussion leads us is this: If, as seems likely to me, the Mesopotamian origin and flood stories provide the context against which Genesis 1–11 are to be set, then they also provide us with clues on how to read this kind of literature. These stories include divine action, symbolism, and imaginative elements; the purpose of the stories is to lay the foundation for a worldview, without being taken in a “literalistic” fashion. We should nevertheless see the story as having what we might call a “historical core,” though we must be careful in discerning what that is. Genesis aims to tell the story of beginnings the right way.

No one knows what materials the author of Genesis used in composing this story. Probably he had access to some versions of the Mesopotamian stories; but beyond that, God alone knows what else he might have had. Maybe there were Hebrew stories of the patriarchs, beginning with Abraham; some of them might even have been written. Perhaps Henri Blocher’s suggestion is best, that the author of Genesis “reconstructed” the past, working backwards from ordinary human experience to what must have caused it, giving us a tale that provided a contrast to the other stories:

Genesis aims to supply the true reconstruction, guided and guaranteed by divine inspiration, over against the fantasies and errors reconstructed by the others. There is nothing in that which allows us to take the event as a symbol.

Blocher also points out that “the presence of symbolic elements in the text in no way contradicts the
The historicity of its central meaning.” 29 Another observation from Blocher is also helpful:

The real issue when we try to interpret Genesis 2–3 is not whether we have a historical account of the fall, but whether or not we may read it as the account of a historical fall. The problem is not historiography as a genre narrowly defined—in annals, chronicles, or even saga—but correspondence with discrete realities in our ordinary space and sequential time.30

If we recognize this, then we can see that authors who say things like, “Genesis 1–11 aims to tell us, not history or science, but theology,”31 are trying to say something worth saying about Genesis 1–11, but they are indulging in a problematic disjunction. The theology is not separable from the story, as we can see from the fact that one of those “theological truths” is that the One who created the world is the good God who revealed himself to Israel, and not the capricious gods of the other peoples—a historical assertion!

Some authors go even further, and propose that the main goal of the early part of Genesis is to convey “timeless truths.”32 I doubt whether these truths are really as “timeless” as supposed. Besides the “timeless theological truth” that “God created,” which is actually historical (and therefore not “timeless”), scholars thinking along these lines might suppose that Genesis 3 teaches that “humans are sinful.” But this is not a timeless truth on its own. Sooner or later someone will want to know, did God create humans with a tendency (or at least an openness) toward sinning, or did he make them good, only for humans to become sinful? If they became sinful, how did that happen? Do not our innermost intuitions favor the explanation that humans have somehow declined from a prior state of goodness and health? In other words, the supposed timeless truth, once it interacts with actual human experience, demands answers to historical questions.

If we recognize that these stories serve to convey a worldview, then that also guides us in how to receive these stories as Scripture. The stories tell us what combination of choices and actions, on the part of God and humans, have led up to where we are now. They call on us to learn from those choices, and they enlist the faithful to play their part in the ongoing story.

Now, this has not always been the way that Christian and Jewish preachers and devotional writers have approached the stories; often these preachers and writers have treated the tales as instantiations of some “timeless” moral or spiritual truism. I do not deny a place for this approach; we find something like it, for example, in Hebrews 11. But the historical element should always be there. The common devotional approach among Christians and Jews, however, usually loses the historical element altogether, in favor of the “timeless.” This approach has a theorist, Aristotle, who wrote (Poetics, 9.1–3) about his preference for what he called “poetry” (fictional narrative) over “history” (a tale of things that actually happened, even if told in verse). For Aristotle, “poetry” deals with the universal and thus is more “philosophical,” while “history” is too particular.

The recent Genesis commentary of Leon Kass strongly advocates that we read Genesis “anthropologically” and “philosophically” (intentional echoes of Aristotle?) rather than “historically”: as a record, not of what did happen, but of what might happen, and what always happens.33 This, he contends, gives us a much richer way of reading. Literary scholar Alan Jacobs, however, sees clearly that Genesis itself does not invite this kind of reading, since its audience is the heir of its events. Jacobs, reviewing Kass’ book, observed:

Philosophical reading strives to locate in the text whatever is universal to human experience, and to find ways of describing the particular experiences of particular people in the most broadly relevant terms possible ... From one who belongs to a covenant community, then, the appropriation of the biblical narrative must be done by historical rather than what Kass would call philosophical means. Our task is not to find a conceptual vocabulary that will allow us to build analogical bridges between the biblical text and our experience; rather, we must understand that we dwell in the same history that the people of Israel relate in the Pentateuch ... Genesis is not analogous to our experience, it is our experience, in its historical aspect.34

Against Kass’ claim that Genesis is primarily about whether it is “possible to find, institute, and preserve a way of life that accords with man’s true standing in the world and that serves to perfect his godlike possibilities,” Jacobs replies,

Genesis, and the culture from which it emerges, doesn’t seem to give a damn about our “true
standing in the world” and our “godlike possibilities”; rather, as far as I can tell, it is about God and what he has done, and is doing, to repair what his rebellious and arrogant creatures have broken: our relations with ourselves, with one another, with the creation, and with God Himself.35

To see individual biblical stories in relation to the larger worldview story enables us to appreciate that laying stress on the particularity of a historical event takes nothing away from the personal and experiential side; rather, the historical guarantees that our experience is in touch with reality. Relating the biblical narratives to the overarching worldview story, therefore, treats those narratives as they deserve.

Features of the Biblical Story
Here is a simple summary of the biblical story and its function as Scripture:

The OT is thus the story of the one true Creator God, who called the family of Abraham to be his remedy for the defilement that came into the world through the sin of Adam and Eve. God rescued Israel from slavery in Egypt in fulfillment of this plan, and established them as a theocracy for the sake of displaying his existence and character to the rest of the world. God sent his blessings and curses upon Israel in order to pursue that purpose. God never desisted from that purpose, even in the face of the most grievous unfaithfulness in Israel.

This overarching story serves as a grand narrative or worldview story for Israel: each member of the people was to see himself or herself as an heir of this story, with all its glory and shame; as a steward of the story, responsible to pass it on to the next generation; and as a participant, whose faithfulness could play a role, in God’s mysterious wisdom, in the story’s progress …

The NT authors, most of whom were Jewish Christians, saw themselves as heirs of the OT story, and as authorized to describe its proper completion in the death and resurrection of Jesus and the Messianic era that this ushered in. These authors appropriated the OT as Christian Scripture, and they urged their audiences (many of whom were Gentile Christians) to do the same. There is debate over just how the NT authors used the OT as Scripture …, but the simplest summary of the NT authors’ stance would be to say that they saw the OT as constituting the earlier chapters of the story in which Christians are now participating.36

Any telling of the biblical story must include the notion of sin. Humans are estranged from God, and Israel is God’s means of bringing light to the world. The theologian Cornelius Plantinga describes sin as “culpable disturbance of shalom,” and though this will not work as the actual definition of any Hebrew or Greek word, it does capture one of the ruling ideas in the biblical worldview.37 Sin is an intrusive element, a disturbance, which is why Israel’s ritual system includes provisions for dealing with personal and corporate sin. Some of the sacrifices “work atonement” (e.g., Lev. 1:4; 4:20; 5:16), and though scholars of Leviticus debate over just what this expression means, at the very least it tells us that the sacrifices deal with sin as a defiling element that ruins human existence and renders people unworthy to be in God’s presence.38 The New Testament authors use these atoning sacrifices to explain the benefits of Jesus’ death in dealing with the sins of believers. For example, when Peter tells Christians that they were ransomed “with the precious blood of Christ, like that of a lamb without blemish or spot” (1 Pet. 1:19), he is using the burnt offering—one of the atoning sacrifices—to explain what Jesus achieved.39

Further, the biblical authors show a keen interest in seeing moral improvement in the faithful, portraying it, fundamentally, as restoring the damaged creation pattern. Christopher Wright observes that the two crucial aspects of proper moral conduct are imitating “the character and ways of God” and returning to the good pattern of creation. He goes on to say,

The purpose of the ethical provisions given in the context of redemption, which include both the covenant law of the Old Testament and the ethics of the kingdom of God in the New, is to restore to humans the desire and the ability to conform to the creational pattern—God’s original purpose for them.40

The way that Genesis presents the call of Abraham (Gen. 12:1–3) indicates that God’s intention was that through this man and his family, the rest of humankind was to find blessing. Genesis presents Adam in such a way that we can see Abraham, and Israel, as a “new Adam.” This presupposes in all human beings some kind of common situation: a need for God, a distance from him due to sin, and the possibility of their moral transformation as they receive
the message. This commonality has traditionally been held to stem from their common origin.

The biblical story of God’s expanding influence among all kinds of people is headed to a glorious conclusion, the final defeat and banishment of sin from human experience; those who cling to their sins will have no place in such glory (Rev. 21:1–8). Humanity’s original task was to work outward from Eden, spreading Edenic blessings throughout the earth, turning the whole world into a sanctuary. Human sin interfered with humanity’s ability to carry this out, but did not deter God from this plan. The book of Revelation portrays the final victory of God’s purposes, using Edenic and sanctuary imagery to describe glorified human life—for believing Jews and Gentiles.41

Many contemporary theologians, however, see “evil” as something inherent in the very idea of a creation in which rational beings have free will. Take one example among many: W. Sibley Towner surveyed trends in twentieth-century interpretations of Genesis 3, and the impact of those trends in contemporary formulations of “original sin.” After describing formulations of “original sin” in Roman Catholicism and in traditional Presbyterianism, Towner asserts,

Modern believers and unbelievers alike tend to hold as patent nonsense the notion that all human sin and all death are generically descended from a single act by a single pair of human beings who lived at a single moment in time, or that the cause of their original transgression was Satan in the guise of a snake.42

He quotes with approval the opinion of Bruce Vawter:

There was, therefore, no “fall” in the sense that men and women became something other than what they had been created ... The story of the “Fall” is a paradigm of human conduct in the face of temptation, not a lesson in biology.43

This pattern of conduct is, apparently, inherent in being human.

We could criticize Towner’s study on a number of levels. He wants to make his presentation more persuasive by mentioning the tendency of “modern believers and unbelievers alike.” But who are these “modern” people, and why should we follow them? What does it mean that they “tend” to think a certain way? Can Towner cite a survey, or does he simply mean the modern people he knows? Have these modern people given reasons for their tendency, and do those reasons account for other deep instincts these people doubtless share (see Human Uniqueness and Dignity, p. 155)? And if they are now a majority, what of it? By Towner’s own admission, a majority once held the view he rejects. Majorities can be wrong.

Towner claims Irenaeus (d. AD 202), a leading Greek-speaking theologian of the early church, as a forerunner to this modern view, in seeing “the Fall as a movement from childish innocence toward adult maturity.” If this is right, then it should give us pause. However, Towner has distorted Irenaeus’ actual view. According to Irenaeus, the first humans were created morally innocent, their innocence being more like that of a child than of a full adult. God’s goal was for them to mature into moral confirmation, but the Fall interrupted the process.44

Further, Towner is selective in presenting biblical scholars, leaving out anyone who takes Genesis 3 otherwise—from the moderately critical S. R. Driver to the fairly conservative Derek Kidner, not to mention Alexander Heidel, a highly respected Assyriologist also competent in handling biblical material.45 Heidel’s being an Assyriologist leads to another, and larger point: the biblical scholars he cites respond to the similarities between Genesis and other Ancient Near Eastern stories by treating both kinds as equally unhistorical; but students of the other Near Eastern cultures often just as easily conclude that the Bible writers had a concern for actual events (see History, Myth, and Worldview Story, p. 150). Finally, Towner never analyzes whether the trends in exegesis find their attractiveness more in the preferences of “modern believers and unbelievers,” than in the features of the Bible itself.

A number of theological motivations lie behind these contemporary efforts, and each scholar has his own subset of this group of motivations. One motive is to defend the reality of human freedom; another is to address the existence of pain and suffering in a world that God is supposed to have made.

No one can avoid these big questions, it is true, but I judge efforts like Towner’s a failure to do justice to those questions. If we say that being prone to sin is inherent in being human with a free will, then we must say the Bible writers were wrong in describing atonement as they did, and we must also say that Jesus was wrong to describe his own death in these
terms (e.g., Mark 10:45). Further, we have now made nonsense of the joyful expectation of Christians to live one day in a glorified world from which sin and death have been banished (Rev. 21:1–8). Do these theologians mean to imply that those who dwell in a glorified world will be less human because they no longer sin?

Nor do these attempts let God off the hook for pain and suffering; or if they succeed in doing so, then the price is sickeningly high. Did God know about evil before he made the world? Most believers would say yes, and they trust that he had his reasons for “allowing” it. But these recent efforts seem to imply that somehow God just could not help himself; the only world he could make was one in which people commit evil. At least in the traditional understanding, humans are to blame for the evil they do and the pain they inflict; here, we can only blame God. This is not the biblical view of God, whose very power and moral purity provokes such perplexity among his faithful (cf. Hab. 1:12–13). Neither does the modern approach give us any reason to hope that God will be able to succeed in achieving his final victory.

Another way to put my objections to these alternatives is to say that they end up telling a very different story from the one we find in the Bible. They also make God out to be a very different character from the One the Bible writers describe. Finally, they fail utterly to address one of our deepest intuitions, that there is something wrong with sin and death, and that we need God to help us and to heal us. This is exactly why Paul can describe the resurrection of Jesus as the firstfruits, the guarantee of our final healing (1 Cor. 15:23). In that same passage, he describes sin and death as enemies (cf. 1 Cor. 15:26, 56) that God will finally and utterly defeat for the sake of his faithful. Jesus, in rising from the dead, set in motion the undoing of Adam’s first sin (1 Cor. 15:21–22).

On the whole, then, the features of the biblical story strongly support Plantinga’s main point, that in “sin” we have something that is “not the way it’s supposed to be.” As he puts it, “Culpable disturbance of shalom” suggests that sin is unoriginal, that it disrupts something good and harmonious, that (like a housebreaker) it is an intruder, and that those who sin deserve reproach ...

A bad strain has gotten into the stock so that we now sin with the ease and readiness of people born to the task ... This fact, empirical as well as biblical, lies behind a broad consensus on original sin. Although, partly because of the silence of Scripture, Christians of various theological orientations differ on central issues in the doctrine of original sin—for example, how a child acquires the fateful disposition to sin, whether this disposition is itself sin, how to describe and assess the accompanying bondage of the will—they agree on the universality, solidarity, stubbornness, and historical momentum of sin.46

The story of Adam and Eve, and their first disobedience, explains how sin, the alien intruder, first came into human experience, though it hardly pretends to explain how rebellion against God (as expressed in the serpent’s speech) originated to begin with.47

Human Uniqueness and Dignity

Now I want to show how the biblical understanding of human nature—what is true of all people, and distinguishes us from the other animals—actually links up with everyday human experience, of believer and nonbeliever alike. The biblical picture, based on the biblical storyline, actually makes sense of this experience—and this very act of making sense commends the biblical picture to us all. A scientific history of humankind must account for this data, if it is to be worth believing.

The Image of God

The image of God is distinctly human in Genesis. Unfortunately, biblical scholars do not agree on just what the “image” means. Some suppose that this means that human beings are like God in some respects, such as intellectual, moral, and aesthetic experience. This “resemblance” view was once the most common interpretation, but two others are much more common today. Some think that the image of God is the way that humans are appointed to rule the creation on God’s behalf; call this the “representative” view. Others conclude from the way in which Gen. 1:27 describes human beings as “male and female,” that it is male and female together, or more broadly, humans in community, that functions as the image of God; this is the “relational” view.

It is common to treat these categories as mutually exclusive, but this is surely mistaken. The linguistic details favor the idea that “in our image, after our likeness” implies that humans were made with some
kind of resemblance to God; this was to enable them to represent God as benevolent rulers, and to find their fulfillment in their relationships with each other and with God. I combine all three views, though I start with the resemblance position. 48

In the same way, anyone who is convinced of the representative or relational view must also recognize that these views presuppose some distinctive human capacities that make the ruling and relationships possible. Therefore, no matter which interpretation of the image of God we prefer, we can see that it implies something about human capacities that are different from those in any other animal. These capacities in humans echo those that God displayed in creation: intelligence, language, moral and aesthetic judgment, and a bent for relationships governed by love and commitment. 49 And these are not simply properties of the human soul; the interwoven body and soul express these capacities. 50

But how did the “image” come to be bestowed, and how is it transmitted? None of the biblical authors would imply that this image is the outcome of natural processes alone. The commentator Derek Kidner, who allows for a kind of “evolutionary” scenario leading up to the first human, still insists that the first man must be the result of a special bestowal; his conclusion, “there is no natural bridge from animal to man,” captures what the biblical text implies. 51 Some have suggested that perhaps, to make the first man, God used the body of a pre-existing hominid, adding a soul to it. We should observe that, in view of the embodied image of God in Genesis, if this took place, then it involved some divine refurbishing of that body in order for it to work together with the soul to display God’s image.

It is reasonable, then, to observe how these features distinguish humans from the other animals. We do not even have to be Jews or Christians to recognize some of the basic tenets of this position. Aristotle (384–322 BC) says that “the human being is by nature a political animal,” meaning an animal that lives in political communities; he noticed a feature that distinguishes humans from other animals. He then observes that human communities go well beyond those of bees or gregarious animals, since humankind alone uses speech to discuss what is right and wrong, and what is advantageous and disadvantageous. Further, humans alone perceive moral qualities: “It is partnership in these things that makes a household and a city-state” (Politics I.i.9–11). How can we gainsay him?

Other animals may have features that are analogous to these special features of human beings, but the total assembly of characteristics that we find in humans is distinct. As Aristotle observed, human beings, whether they are discussing mathematics or morals, claim to have access to something that transcends their immediate bodily needs, namely truth. This is not a merely natural development of the capacities in other animals. 52

Although some authors tend to be unduly optimistic about what it takes to get human language, linguists are aware of how distinct this characteristic is. 53 We should apply the linguists’ recognition to other aspects of the image.

Finally, it looks like the image is transmitted by procreation. God made Adam “in the likeness of God,” and Adam “fathered a son in his own likeness” (Gen. 5:1–3). Since Seth is presented positively in Genesis 4–5, this is not a low evaluation of Seth in comparison to Adam. Rather, it explains how human beings—all of them, and not only the first-created ones—come to be made in God’s own image (Gen. 9:6). Consider further that when humans form unions (loving marriages, I hope) across “racial” lines, the children born to them will also bear God’s image. 54

These features of human life that make up the image of God, being uniquely human and universally human and transmitted by procreation, strongly favor the idea that all human beings descend from the same source. The conventional Christian alternative, some form of what is called “polygenesis” (from Greek poly, “many,” and genesis, “origin”), held that God performed the special bestowal of his image in separate places of the world; a contemporary alternative, that perhaps God did this bestowing among several members of an existing population of hominids, is not really polygenism proper—but it will require more discussion below.

Universal Human Experiences: Yearning for Justice, Need for God

The biblical storyline, as outlined above, is one in which God’s originally good creature, humankind, has been corrupted by sin; that is, sin is not part of humankind’s created constitution. One of the major effects of that corruption was social: Adam against
Eve, Cain against Abel, Lamech the bigamist against everyone. One effect of redemption is to heal these ancient breaches, and one purpose of the Mosaic law was to make possible a just social system in one people, as an invitation for the rest of the peoples to come to know the true God (Deut. 4:5–8). God called Abram with a view toward bringing healing to the rest of the world, and the Old Testament nurtured the hope that the trickle of believing Gentiles (e.g., 1 Kings 8:41–43) would one day become a river, with widespread healing for all the world (e.g., Isa. 2:1–5; Psalm 87). The book of Revelation anticipates “a great multitude that no one could number, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the throne and before the Lamb” (Rev. 7:9); the New Testament authors insist on bringing this future reality into the present among Christian people (e.g., Rom. 15:5–7). When Christians call each other “brother” and “sister” (a manner of address inherited from the Jews), this is most naturally understood as more than a convention, and more than a legal fiction. It is an embracing of our common humanity as heirs of Adam rescued by God’s grace, embracing a renewed social system.

The Rabbis articulated an ideal for humankind (Sanhedrin 4:5):

But a single man was created [first] ... for the sake of peace among mankind, that none should say to his fellow, ‘My father was greater than your father,’ Again, [a single man was created] to proclaim the greatness of the Holy One, blessed is he; for man stamps many coins with the one seal and they are all like one another; but the King of kings, the Holy One, blessed is he, has stamped every man with the seal of the first man, yet not one of them is like his fellow.55

It was among the early Christians that some measure of this ideal of peacefully enjoying human diversity came to fruition; a major goal of church life is to bring this ideal into increasingly complete and convincing expression. The pagan despisers of Christianity also noticed these effects. The worldly Epicurean Lucian of Samosata (ca. AD 120–200) observed of the second-century Christians,

Their first lawgiver [Jesus, probably] persuaded them that they are all brethren of one another after they have transgressed once for all by denying the Greek gods and by worshipping that crucified sophist himself and living under his laws.56

The Christian message has reached and persuaded all kinds of people. People find ways to communicate with one another—both by learning each other’s languages and by finding cultural analogies that illuminate the Christian message (think of Peace Child, or The End of the Spear). Even when some ignorant Europeans denied that some races were fully human—which removed all barriers to exploiting these “uncivilized” peoples—Christian missionaries at times stepped in on behalf of the oppressed.57

Of the many avenues along which we might discuss the shared human experience of redemption, such as the moral sense, the craving for a just society, the concern for the life of the world to come, I have chosen the general human sense of being lost—of feeling that something is wrong with ourselves, something that demands an explanation. Blaise Pascal put his finger on this when he wrote in his Pensées,

Man’s greatness is so obvious that it can even be deduced from his wretchedness, for what is nature in animals we call wretchedness in man, thus recognizing that, if his nature is today like that of the animals, he must have fallen from some better state which was once his own.

Who indeed would think himself unhappy not to be king except one who had been dispossessed? ... Who would think himself unhappy if he had only one mouth and who would not if he had only one eye? It has probably never occurred to anyone to be distressed at not having three eyes, but those who have none are inconsolable.

Man’s greatness and wretchedness are so evident that the true religion must necessarily teach us that there is in man some great principle of greatness and some great principle of wretchedness. It must also account for such amazing contradictions.58

Pascal imagines God saying to humankind, “You are no longer in the state in which I made you.” Anyone who wishes to be taken seriously must face this and account for it—and who has done better than the writer of Genesis?

Leon Kass’ commentary on Genesis unexpectedly supports Pascal. I say “unexpectedly,” because Kass insists on a purely symbolic reading of Adam and Eve, as we saw above. Earlier I commented on Kass’
preference for “permanent truths”; now, however, a key admission undermines his whole position:

No matter how sophisticated and civilized we have become, most of us respond to this portrait of our mythical remotest past with something that feels, in fact, like nostalgia.59

It is Pascal who has captured the experience of many all over the world who become Christian believers, and who has thus shown how this nostalgia corresponds to something real.

G. K. Chesterton captures the refreshment that comes from realizing this:

The Fall is a view of life. It is not only the only enlightening, but the only encouraging view of life. It holds, as against the only real alternative philosophies, those of the Buddhist or the Pessimist or the Promethean, that we have misused a good world, and not merely been entrapped into a bad one. It refers evil back to the wrong use of the will, and thus declares that it can eventually be righted by the right use of the will. Every other creed except that one is some form of surrender to fate. A man who holds this view of life will find it giving light on a thousand things; on which mere evolutionary ethics have not a word to say. For instance, on the colossal contrast between the completeness of man’s machines and the continued corruption of his motives; on the fact that no social progress really seems to leave self behind; … on that proverb that says “the price of liberty is eternal vigilance,” which is only what the theologians say of every other virtue, and is itself only a way of stating the truth of original sin; on those extremes of good and evil by which man exceeds all the animals by the measure of heaven and hell; on that sublime sense of loss that is in the very sound of all great poetry, and nowhere more than in the poetry of pagans and sceptics: “We look before and after, and pine for what is not”; which cries against all prigs and progressives out of the very depths and abysses of the broken heart of man, that happiness is not only a hope, but also in some strange manner a memory; and that we are all kings in exile.60

If we say, rightly, that there is a level of figurative and symbolic description in Genesis 1–4, we must still allow that the story we find there provides the best explanation for our lives now, and for our hunger for things to be better.

Some Scientific “Scenarios”

Preliminary Questions

In this section, I offer some guidelines for relating a historical Adam and Eve to various historical-scientific reconstructions. There are some questions we must settle before we can do that: unfortunately, space forbids me to discuss in detail such important issues as whether any kind of “harmonization” between the biblical materials and the scientific story is possible, or even right; what kind of “death” for Adam and Eve Genesis 2–3 has in view; whether Genesis 4–5 implies a Neolithic setting for Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel; whether Genesis 4 implies, or at least allows for, other people contemporary with Adam and Eve. Here I can only summarize my conclusions, and develop the arguments in another venue.

Quite briefly, I take the biblical storyline to imply that Adam and Eve are historical persons at the headwaters of the distinctly human kind. To say that they are “historical,” of course, lays on us no requirement of “literalism” for reading Genesis, if the material itself does not invite it. I think, for example, that the account of Cain and Abel uses “anachronism,” describing aspects of older times in terms of what the writer and his audience were familiar with. Therefore those who find that the farming and the crafts of Genesis 4 imply a Neolithic setting,61 are being unduly literalistic.62 Further, it is well established that the genealogies of Genesis 5 do not intend to list every generation; gaps are to be expected. There is no way to know what size gaps the literary conventions allow, or even if there are any limits at all; this is not the kind of information these genealogies aim to convey.63 Nothing in Genesis 2–4 tells us how long these events are supposed to have taken, which means the other people Cain fears could be his siblings, or their descendants. Of those who think of contemporary humans, collateral with Adam and Eve, the best are careful about what Genesis 4 does and does not imply.64

The “death” that Gen. 2:17 threatens is human “spiritual death,” namely, alienation from God. This becomes clear once we see what happens to the human pair when they disobey in Genesis 3. This “death” will have as its consequence “physical death” (Gen. 3:19). Does this imply that there was no physical death before the Fall? And what of the fossil record, which many interpret to imply that the
humans had ancestors, who died? For our purposes here, all we have to insist on is that this particular couple were a fresh start, for whom physical death was not their intended outcome. The spiritual death resulting from their disobedience ruined whatever process would have kept them alive.

Therefore, the best way to think about the “historical” persons of Genesis 1–11 is to set up some guidelines that preserve the historical core and allow some freedom for those who would explore.65

Criteria for Good Scenarios
I have already given reasons to be very cautious about too strong a form of concordism for the early chapters of Genesis. It is easy to go wrong by ignoring the literary conventions. Another good reason for being cautious comes from Blocher, who appealed for modesty:

> It is also difficult to forecast what aspect of being the image of God would actually show up in a scientific description of mankind; so it is not quite certain what it is we are looking for when we try to discover the first man largely in terms of incomplete skeletons.66

He is speaking, of course, about reconstruction from the fossils; but the same would apply to the biochemical evidence. For these reasons, I will instead consider what I have called “scenarios,” ways that can help us to picture events that really took place; I would not call them harmonizations.

My discussion so far does, in fact, provide us with some criteria for sound thinking about human origins and sin, which can help us discover some boundaries to what makes for a good scenario. But first, what are some of the relevant findings from the sciences that we should try to account for?

From the paleontologists, we learn that Adam and Eve, if they are indeed at the headwaters of the human race, must come before such events as the arrival of modern humans in Australia, which means before about 40,000 BC. According to John Bloom’s survey, there are two important gaps in the available record of human development. The first occurs with the appearance of anatomically modern humans around 130,000 BC. The second gap occurs when culture appears, around 40,000 BC. At this point, we find that art and “the complexity and variety of artifacts greatly increases.” As Bloom observes, “At present either of these transitions seems sharp enough that we can propose that the special creation of man occurred in one of these gaps and that it was not bridged by purely natural means.”67

The geneticists give us two matters to account for. First, they conclude from the genetic similarities between humans and chimpanzees that humans and chimpanzees have some kind of “common ancestor.” Second, some infer from features of the human genome that the human population needs to have been a thousand or more individuals, even at its beginning.68 I will not assess this DNA evidence; I do not know whether the evidence is only compatible with these conclusions, or strongly favors them. I cannot predict whether future geneticists will still think the same way about DNA as contemporary ones do. I do know that biologists’ understanding of DNA (e.g., so-called “junk DNA” now appears to have a function) has changed over the years, but I cannot say what biologists might think in the future. Hence, rather than try to say whether these inferences are good or bad, I have sought ways to allow advocates of these conclusions to stay within the bounds of sound thinking. In other words, even if someone is persuaded that humans had “ancestors,” and that the human population has always been more than two, he or she does not necessarily have to ditch all traditional views of Adam and Eve; I have tried to provide for these possibilities more than to contend for my particular preferences on these matters.

Now then, how do we stay within the bounds of sound thinking? What criteria do all our reflections so far lead us to?

1. To begin with, we should see that the origin of the human race goes beyond a merely natural process. This follows from how hard it is to get a human being, or, more theologically, how distinctive the image of God is.

2. We should see Adam and Eve at the headwaters of the human race. This follows from the unified experience of humankind, as discussed earlier (pp. 155–8). How else could all human beings come to bear God’s image?

3. The Fall, in whatever form it took, was both historical (it happened) and moral (it involved disobeying God), and occurred at the beginning of the human race. The universal sense of loss described earlier (pp. 155–8) makes no sense without this. Where else could this universality have come from?
Applying criteria 2 and 3 means that any valid model will cover, not only Middle Easterners and Europeans, but also those peoples who first populated what is now Australia and the Americas.69

Theories about multiple origins for human beings, the lines developing in parallel in different regions (“polygenesis”), do crop up from time to time.70 These theories posit a natural transition from prehuman to human, which is unreasonable. A Christian should not find these attractive, either. Even if a theory suggests separate creations, it implies that there are some humans who do not need the Christian message because they are not “fallen” — or else that every time God made human beings they “fell,” or that there is some other means of transmitting sin. The models that are more in favor among paleoanthropologists today seem to focus more on unified origin (as in the “out of Africa” hypothesis).

4. If someone should decide that there were, in fact, more human beings than just Adam and Eve at the beginning of humankind, then, in order to maintain good sense, he or she should envision these humans as a single tribe. Adam would then be the chieftain of this tribe (preferably produced before the others), and Eve would be his wife. This tribe “fell” under the leadership of Adam and Eve. This follows from the notion of solidarity in a representative. Some may call this a form of “polygenesis,” but this is quite distinct from the more conventional, and unacceptable, kind.71

A Sampling of Scenarios Examined
I do not intend to propose my own “harmonization” of the biblical Adam and Eve with the paleontological and biological data, beyond the guidelines I have given above. The proposals that I will mention here can best be viewed as “scenarios,” ways of imagining what the events might have looked like.

Young-earth creationists, and many old-earth creationists, commonly think of Adam and Eve as fresh creations, with no animal forebears. Others allow for God to have refurbished a preexisting hominid into Adam. While I am not making an issue of this, my first criterion (p. 159) shows why I think it is nevertheless crucial to affirm that, whatever the process, it was not a purely natural one. Regardless of where God got the raw material, we can say that humans are the result of “special creation.”

An obvious scenario has Adam and Eve as the first members of the genus Homo. There are some difficulties with this proposal (e.g., about two million years with no specific cultural remains in the paleontological record) that make alternatives more attractive.72

The paleontological record suggests that a major development, corresponding to the rise of truly modern humans, took place somewhere between 100,000 and 40,000 years ago. Therefore this seems a promising period for the origin of Adam and Eve, and several scholars have made proposals consistent with the criteria above, both with and without animal “forebears.”73

Derek Kidner has made what he calls “an exploratory suggestion,” which “is only tentative, as it must be, and it is a personal view.”74 Kidner wanted to allow for a kind of “ancestry” for Adam and Eve, while at the same time retaining principles like those I have given above. The creation of Adam and Eve may have involved refurbishing an existing hominid.

It is at least conceivable that after the special creation of Eve, which established the first human pair as God’s viceregents (Gen. 1:27, 28) and clinched the fact that there is no natural bridge from animal to man, God may now have conferred his image on Adam’s collaterals, to bring them into the same realm of being. Adam’s “federal” headship of humanity extended, if that was the case, outwards to his contemporaries as well as onwards to his offspring, and his disobedience disinherited both alike.75

This suggestion is moving us away from the simplicity of the biblical picture, though it does have the virtue of seeking to preserve the “doctrine that mankind is a unity, created in God’s image, and fallen in Adam by the one act of disobedience.” Further, solidarity in the Bible is not based on legal fiction but on some actual connection; perhaps this can still apply to the “collaterals,” provided they are closely enough related. If we imagine Adam as chieftain, or “king,” whose task it is not simply to rule a people but more importantly to represent them (the basic idea of a king in the Bible), we can say that Kidner’s proposal satisfies the criteria mentioned earlier (pp. 159–60) and deserves consideration.

Kidner’s approach shows how we can adjust the scenario from C. S. Lewis that appeals to Francis
Collins. In the Problem of Pain, Lewis devotes chapter 5 to “The Fall of Man.” The chapter’s thesis is “that man, as a species, spoiled himself, and that good, to us in our present state, must therefore mean primarily remedial or corrective good,” and he goes on to wonder what this spoiling might have looked like. Here is how he describes it:

For long centuries, God perfected the animal form which was to become the vehicle of humanity and the image of Himself. He gave it hands whose thumb could be applied to each of the fingers, and jaws and teeth and throat capable of articulation, and a brain sufficiently complex to execute all of the material motions whereby rational thought is incarnated … Then, in the fullness of time, God caused to descend upon this organism, both on its psychology and physiology, a new kind of consciousness which could say “I” and “me,” which could look upon itself as an object, which knew God, which could make judgments of truth, beauty and goodness, and which was so far above time that it could perceive time flowing past … We do not know how many of these creatures God made, nor how long they continued in the Paradisal state. But sooner or later they fell. Someone or something whispered that they could become as gods … They wanted some corner in the universe of which they could say to God, “This is our business, not yours.” But there is no such corner. They wanted to be nouns, but they were, and eternally must be, mere adjectives. We have no idea in what particular act, or series of acts, the self-contradictory, impossible wish found expression. For all I can see, it might have concerned the literal eating of a fruit, but the question is of no consequence.

Lewis certainly meets the first three criteria (p. 159), and a small tweak will bring it into line with the fourth criterion. He is clear on the kind of divine supervision necessary (that is, humans resulted from a process that went beyond the purely natural) and on the moral issues involved. Also to Lewis’ credit, whenever it comes to imaginative presentation of the ideas in his other books, he keeps to a particular Adam and Eve, as he has great respect for the form of the story in Genesis.

Further, Lewis preserves the historical character of the Fall, that is, it is an event—or cluster of events—that actually took place, and changed human life forever. This certainly sets his view apart from all views that see sin as the result of something nonhistorical, or as something inherent in God’s creation.

The main difficulty lies in Lewis’ clause, “We do not know how many of these creatures God made.” He is not asserting that there must have been more than Adam and Eve; he is declaring the question irrelevant. If, however, we take our cue from Lewis’ own mention of solidarity, and “in Adam” (comments that escaped Collins’ attention), we see how to make it more like Kidner’s scenario, with Adam as the chieftain and Eve as his queen.

Two of these scenarios, from Kidner and Lewis, may be attractive to those who favor the “population size approaches” based on human DNA. As I have said, I am not assessing the science, but displaying how to keep our reasoning within the bounds of sound thinking. Nothing requires us to abandon monogenesis altogether for some form of polygenesis; rather, a modified monogenesis, which keeps Adam and Eve, can do the job.

I admit that these scenarios leave us with many uncertainties, but these uncertainties in no way undermine our right to hold fast to the biblical storyline with full confidence.

Conclusions
I do not claim to have solved every problem or to have dealt with every possible objection. But I trust I have shown why the traditional understanding of Adam and Eve, as our first parents who brought sin into human experience, is worthy of our confidence and adherence. Let me summarize why I think it is important for Christians to affirm the results of this study.

First, I have emphasized throughout that a major goal of the Christian story is to enable those who believe it to make sense of the world. If we abandon the conventional way of telling the Christian story, with its components of a good creation marred by the Fall, redemption as God’s ongoing work to restore the creatures to their proper functioning, and the consummation in which the restoration will be complete and confirmed, then we really give up all chance of understanding the world. Specifically, if we deny that all people have a common source that was originally good, but through which sin
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came into the world, then the existence of sin becomes God’s fault, or even something that God could not avoid. In either case, there is little reason to be confident that any relief is headed our way.

Second, the notions of sin as an alien invader that affects all people, and of atonement as God’s way of dealing with the guilt and pollution that come from this defiling influence, depend on the story of the original family and their original disobedience. The biblical terms for atonement, which have the associated ideas of propitiation, expiation, and cleansing, become meaningless without this part of the story. If this is so, then the death of Jesus loses a crucial aspect of its meaning as well.

Third, if we cannot insist on a common origin for all humankind, then we have given up the grounds, both from the Bible and common sense, for affirming the common dignity of all people, and their common need of the solution that the biblical faith claims to offer. Therefore, abandoning our common origin looks like a dangerous mistake.

Notes

*This is a severely shortened version of a paper read to the 2009 ASA Annual Meeting in Waco, TX, 31 July–3 August. I thank all those who gave their feedback, and especially Walter Bradley, who invited me, together with my dialog partners Daniel Harlow and John Schneider, and Loren Haarsma who moderated. My fuller, book-length treatment of all this is coming soon; I apologize to all those whose work has received short shrift here due to space.
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13Lewis rightly says that the sciences are logically separable from the mythic tale; at the same time, there seems to be something about the human mind that cannot rest content with an account of origins until it is given a “mythic” or “poetic” (i.e., imagination-capturing) quality. The last para-
graph of Charles Darwin’s *Origin of Species* (my copy is the 6th ed. of 1872, and was published in the Harvard Classics series by P. F. Collier and Sons of New York, 1909) has us contemplating a “tangled bank” as the product of the laws Darwin has described in his book. He tells us in words approaching poetry,
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